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 23 

ABSTRACT 24 

 25 

We calculated the structural properties of >2500 coronaviruses and computed >100000 human 26 

protein interactions with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). Using 27 

the CROSS method, we found that the SARS-CoV-2 region encompassing nucleotides 23000 and 28 

24000 is highly conserved at the structural level, while the region 1000 nucleotides up-stream varies 29 

significantly. The two sequences code for a domain of the spike S protein that binds to the host 30 

receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) that mediates human infection and in the 31 

homologue from Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) interacts with sialic 32 

acids. We predicted structured regions at the 5’ and 3’ where our calculations indicate strong 33 

propensity to bind proteins. Using the catRAPID method, we computed 3500 protein interactions 34 

with the 5’ and identified Cyclin T1 CCNT1, ATP-dependent RNA helicase DDX1, Zinc Finger 35 
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Protein ZNF175 and other 20 high-confidence candidate partners. We propose these proteins, also 36 

implicated in HIV replication, to be further investigated for a better understanding of host-virus 37 

interaction mechanisms.    38 

  39 

 40 

INTRODUCTION 41 

 42 

A novel disease named Covid-19 by the World Health Organization and caused by the severe acute 43 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been recognized as responsible for the 44 

pneumonia outbreak that started in December, 2019 in Wuhan City, Hubei, China  1 and spread in 45 

February to Milan, Lombardy, Italy 2 becoming pandemic. As of March 2020, the virus infected 46 

>300’000 people in more than 190 countries. 47 

 48 

SARS-CoV-2 shares similarities with other beta-coronavirus  such as severe acute 49 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus 50 

(MERS-CoV) 3. Bats have been identified as the primary host for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 4,5 51 

but the intermediate host linking SARS-CoV-2 to humans is still unknown.  52 

 53 

The coronaviruses use species-specific regions to mediate the entry in the host cell and SARS-CoV, 54 

MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, the spike S protein activates the infection in human respiratory 55 

epithelial cells 6. Spike S is assembled as a trimer and contains around 1,300 amino acids within 56 

each unit 7. In the S’ region of the protein, the receptor binding domain (RBD), which contains 57 

around 300 amino acids, mediates the binding with angiotensin-converting enzyme, (ACE2) 58 

attacking respiratory cells. Another region upstream of the RBD, present in MERS-CoV but not in 59 

SARS-CoV, is involved in the adhesion to sialic acid and could play a key role in  regulating viral 60 

infection 6,8.  61 

 62 

At present, very few molecular details are available on SARS-CoV-2 and its interactions with 63 

human host, which are mediated by specific RNA elements 9.    To study the  RNA structural 64 

content, we used CROSS 10 that was previously developed to investigate large transcripts such as the 65 

human immunodeficiency virus HIV-1 11. CROSS predicts the structural profile (single- and double-66 

stranded state) at single-nucleotide resolution using sequence information only. We performed 67 

sequence and structural alignments among 62 SARS-CoV-2 strains and identified the conservation 68 
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of specific elements in the spike S region, which provide clues on the evolution of domains 69 

involved in the binding to ACE2 and sialic acid. 70 

 71 

As highly structured regions of RNA molecules have strong propensity to form stable contacts with 72 

proteins 16   and promote  assembly of complexes 17,18, SARS-CoV-2  domains containing large 73 

amount of double-stranded content are expected to establish specific interactions in host cells.  To 74 

investigate the interactions with human proteins, we employed catRAPID  12,13. catRAPID  14 75 

estimates the binding potential or protein and RNA molecules through van der Waals, hydrogen 76 

bonding and secondary structure propensities of allowing identification of interaction  partners with 77 

high confidence 15.  Our analysis revealed that the 5’ of SARS-CoV-2 has strong propensity to 78 

attract human proteins, especially those associated with viral infection, among which we found a 79 

group linked to HIV infection. Intriguingly, a  previous study reported similarities of viral proteins 80 

in SARS-CoV and HIV-1 19. In HIV and SARS-CoV-2, but not   SARS-CoV nor MERS-CoV, a 81 

furin-cleavage site occurs in the spike S protein 20. This unique feature could explain the spread 82 

velocity of SARS-CoV-2 compared to SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV.  83 

 84 

We hope that our large-scale calculations of structural properties and binding partners of SARS-85 

CoV-2 can be useful to identify the mechanisms of virus interactions with the human host. 86 

 87 

RESULTS 88 

 89 

SARS-CoV-2 contains highly structured elements   90 

 91 

Structural elements within RNA molecules attract proteins 16 and reveal regions important for 92 

interactions with the host 21. 93 

 94 

To  analyze SARS-CoV-2 (reference Wuhan strain MN908947), we employed CROSS  10 that 95 

predicts the double- and single-stranded content of large transcripts such as Xist and HIV-1  11. We 96 

found the highest density of double-stranded regions in the 5’ (nucleotides 1-253), membrane M 97 

protein (nucleotides  26523-27191), spike S protein (nucleotides 23000-24000), and nucleocapsid N 98 

protein (nucleotides 2874-29533; Fig. 1) 22. The lowest density of double-stranded regions were 99 

observed at nucleotides 6000-6250 and 20000-21500 and correspond to the regions between the 100 

non-structural proteins nsp14 and nsp15 and the upstream region of the spike surface protein S (Fig. 101 
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1) 22. In addition to the maximum corresponding to nucleotides 23000-24000, the structural content 102 

of spike S protein shows minima at around nucleotides 20500 and 24500 (Fig. 1).  103 

We used the Vienna method 23 to further investigate the RNA secondary structure of specific 104 

regions identified with CROSS  11. Employing a 100 nucleotide window centered around CROSS 105 

maxima and minima, we found good match between CROSS scores and Vienna free energies (Fig. 106 

1). Strong agreement is also observed between CROSS and Vienna positional entropy, indicating 107 

that regions with the highest structural content have also the lowest structural diversity.  108 

  109 

Our analysis suggests presence of structural elements in SARS-CoV-2 that have evolved to interact 110 

with specific human proteins  9. Our observation is based on the assumption that structured regions 111 

have an intrinsic propensity to recruit proteins 16, which is supported by the fact that structured 112 

transcripts act as scaffolds for protein assembly 17,18. 113 

 114 

 115 

Structural comparisons reveal that the spike S region of SARS-CoV-2 is conserved among 116 

coronaviruses 117 

 118 

We employed CROSSalign 11 to study the structural conservation of SARS-CoV-2 in different 119 

strains.  120 

 121 

In this analysis, we compared the Wuhan strain MN908947 with around 2800 other coronaviruses 122 

(data from NCBI) having as host human (Fig. 2) or other species (Sup. Fig. 1). When comparing 123 

SARS-CoV-2 with human coronaviruses (1387 strains, including SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV), we 124 

found that the most conserved region falls inside the spike S genomic locus (Fig. 2). More 125 

precisely,  the conserved region is between nucleotides 23000 and 24000 and exhibits an intricate 126 

and stable secondary structure (RNAfold minimum free energy= -269 kcal/mol )23. High 127 

conservation of a structured regions suggests a functional activity that might be relevant for host 128 

infection.  129 

 130 

While the  3’ and 5’ of SARS-CoV-2 were shown to be relatively conserved in  some beta-131 

coronavirus 9, they are highly variable in the entire set. However, the 3’ and 5’ are more structured 132 

in SARS-CoV-2 than other coronaviruses (average structural content for SARS-CoV-2 = 0.56 in the 133 

5’ and 0.49 in the 3’; other coronaviruses 0.49 in the 5’ and 0.42 in the 3’).  134 

 135 
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 136 

Sequence and structural comparisons among SARS-CoV-2 strains indicate conservation of 137 

the ACE2 binding site and high variability in the region interacting with sialic acids. 138 

 139 

To better investigate the sequence conservation of SARS-CoV-2, we compared 62 strains isolated 140 

form different countries during the pandemic (including China, USA, Japan, Taiwan, India, Brazil, 141 

Sweden, and Australia; data from NCBI and in VIPR www.viprbrc.org). Our analysis aims to 142 

determine the relationship between structural content and sequence conservation.   143 

 144 

Using Clustal W for multiple sequence alignments 24, we observed general conservation of the 145 

coding regions with several minima in correspondence to areas between genes (Fig. 3A). One 146 

highly conserved region is between nucleotides 23000 and 24000 in the spike S genomic locus, 147 

while sequences up- and down-stream are variable (Fig. 3A). We then used CROSSalign 11 to 148 

compare the structural content. High variability of structure is observed for both the 5’ and 3’ and 149 

for nucleotides between 21000 and 22000 as well as 24000 and 25000, associated with the S region 150 

(red bars in Fig. 3A). The rest of the regions are significantly conserved at a structural level (p-151 

value < 0.0001; Fisher’s test).  152 

 153 

We then compared  protein sequences coded by the spike S genomic locus (NCBI reference 154 

QHD43416) and found that both the sequence (Fig. 3A) and structure (Fig. 2) of nucleotides 23000 155 

and 24000 are highly conserved. The region corresponds to amino acids 330-500 that contact the 156 

host receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) 25 provoking lung injury 26,27. By contrast, 157 

the region upstream of the binding site receptor ACE2 and located in correspondence to the 158 

minimum of the structural profile at around nucleotides 22500-23000 (Fig. 1) is highly variable 159 

(Fig. 3A). This part of the spike S region corresponds to amino acids 243-302 that in MERS-CoV 160 

bind to sialic acids regulating infection through cell-cell membrane fusion (Fig. 3B; see related 161 

manuscript by E. Milanetti et al. “In-Silico evidence for two receptors based strategy of SARS-162 

CoV-2”) 8,28,29. 163 

 164 

Our analysis suggests that the structural region between nucleotides 23000 and 24000 of Spike S 165 

region is conserved among coronaviruses (Fig. 2) and the binding site for ACE2 has poor variation 166 

in human SARS-CoV-2 strains (Fig. 3B). By contrast, the region upstream, potentially involved in 167 

adhesion to sialic acids, has almost poor structural content and varies significantly in the human 168 

population (Fig. 3B). 169 
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 170 

Analysis of human interactions with SARS-CoV-2 identifies proteins involved in viral 171 

replication and HIV infection  172 

 173 

In order to obtain insights on how the virus is replicated in human cells, we analysed protein-RNA 174 

interactions with SARS-CoV-2 against the whole RNA-binding human proteome. Following a 175 

protocol to study structural conservation in viruses 11, we divided the Wuhan sequence in 30 176 

fragments of 1000 nucleotides moving from the 5’ to 3’ and calculated the protein-RNA 177 

interactions of each fragment with the human proteome using catRAPID omics (105000 178 

interactions, consisting of around 3500 protein candidates for each of the 30 fragments) 12.  For each 179 

fragment, we identified the most significant interactions by filtering according to the Z interaction 180 

propensity. We used three different thresholds in ascending order of stringency: Z greater or equal 181 

than 1.50, 1.75 and 2 respectively. Importantly, we removed from the list proteins that were 182 

predicted to interact promiscuously with different fragments. 183 

 184 

Fragment 1 corresponds to the 5’ and is the most contacted by RNA-binding proteins (around 120 185 

Z>2 high-confidence interactions; Fig. 4A), which is in agreement with the observation that highly 186 

structured regions attract a large number of proteins 16. the 5’ contains a leader sequence and the 187 

untranslated region with multiple stem loop structures that control RNA replication and 188 

transcription  30,31. 189 

 190 

The interactome of each fragment was then analysed using cleverGO, a tool for GO enrichment 191 

analysis  32.  Proteins interacting with fragments 1, 2 and 29 were associated with annotations 192 

related to viral processes (Fig. 4B; Supp. Table 1). Considering the three thresholds applied 193 

(Materials and Methods), we found 22 viral proteins for fragment 1, 2 proteins for fragment 2 and 194 

11 proteins for fragment 29 (Fig. 4C).  195 

 196 

Among the high-confidence interactors of fragment 1, we discovered RNA-binding proteins 197 

involved in positive regulation of viral processes and viral genome replication, such as CCNT1 198 

(Uniprot code O60563), ADARB1 (P78563) and RNASEL (Q05823). We also identified proteins 199 

related to the establishment of integrated proviral latency, including XRCC5 (P13010) and XRCC6 200 

(P12956; Fig. 5). Importantly, we found proteins related to defence response to viruses, such as 201 

DDX1 (Q92499) and ZNF175 (Q9Y473), while PROX1 (Q92786) is involved in the negative 202 

regulation of viral genome replication. Some of the remaining proteins are listed as DNA binding 203 
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proteins  and were included because they could have potential RNA-binding ability  (Fig. 5)33. As 204 

for fragment 2, we found two viral proteins: TRIM32 (Q13049) and TRIM21 (P19474), which are 205 

listed as negative regulators of viral release from host cell, negative regulators of viral transcription 206 

and positive regulators of viral entry into host cells. Finally, for fragment 29, 10 of the 11 viral 207 

proteins found are members of the endogenous retrovirus group K Gag polyprotein family, that 208 

perform different tasks during virus assembly, budding, maturation (Sup. Table 1). 209 

 210 

Analysis of functional annotations carried out with GeneMania 34 reveals that proteins interacting 211 

with the 5’ of SARS-CoV-2 RNA are associated with regulatory pathways involving NOTCH2, 212 

MYC and MAX that have been previously connected to viral infection processes (Fig. 5) 35,36. 213 

Interestingly, some of the proteins, including CCNT1, DDX1, ZNF175 for fragment 1 and TRIM32 214 

for fragment 2, are reported to be necessary for HIV functions and replications inside the cells. 215 

More specifically, in the case of HIV infection, CCNT1 binds to the transactivation domain of the 216 

viral nuclear transcriptional activator, Tat, increasing Tat's affinity for the transactivation response 217 

RNA element; by doing so, it becomes an essential cofactor for Tat, promoting RNA Pol II 218 

activation and allowing transcription of viral genes 37,38. DDX1 is required for HIV-1 Rev function 219 

as well as for HIV-1 and coronavirus IBV replication and it binds to the RRE sequence of HIV-1 220 

RNAs 39,40. ZNF175 is reported to interfere with HIV-1 replication by suppressing Tat-induced viral 221 

LTR promoter activity 41. Finally, TRIM32 is a well-defined Tat binding protein and, more 222 

specifically, it binds to the activation domain of HIV-1 Tat and can also interact with the HIV-2 and 223 

EIAV Tat proteins in vivo 42.  224 

 225 

 226 

CONCLUSIONS 227 

 228 

Our study is motivated by the need to identify interactions involved in Covid-19 spreading. Using 229 

advanced computational approaches, we investigated the structural content of the virus and 230 

predicted its binding to human proteins.   231 

 232 

We employed CROSS 11,43 to compare the structural properties of 2800 coronaviruses and identified 233 

elements conserved in SARS-CoV-2 strains. The regions containing the highest amount of structure 234 

are the 5’ as well as glycoproteins spike S and membrane M. 235 

 236 

We found that the spike S protein domain encompassing amino acids 330-500 is highly conserved 237 

across SARS-CoV-2 strains. This result suggests that spike S has evolved to specifically interact 238 
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with its host partner ACE2 25  and mutations increasing the binding affinity are infrequent. As the 239 

nucleic acids encoding for this region are enriched in double-stranded content, we speculate that the 240 

structure might attract host regulatory proteins, which further constrains its variability. The fact that 241 

the ACE2 receptor binding site is conserved among the SARS-CoV-2 strains suggests that a 242 

specific drug can be designed to prevent host interaction and thus infection, which could work for a 243 

large number of coronaviruses.  244 

 245 

By contrast, the highly variable region at amino acids 243-302 in spike S protein corresponds to the 246 

binding site of sialic acid in MERS-CoV (see related manuscript by E. Milanetti et al. “In-Silico 247 

evidence for two receptors based strategy of SARS-CoV-2” ) 6,8,29 and regulates host cell infection 248 
28. The fact that the binding region change in the different strains might indicate different binding 249 

affinities, which could provide clues on the different levels of contagion in the human population. 250 

Interestingly, the sialic acid binding is absent in SARS-CoV but present in MERS-CoV, which 251 

indicates that it must have evolved recently. 252 

 253 

Both our sequence and structural analyses of spike S protein indicate that human engineering of 254 

SARS-CoV-2 is highly unlikely. 255 

 256 

Using catRAPID 12,13 we predicted that the highly structured region at the 5’ binds is the region 257 

with largest number or protein partners, including DDX1,  which has been previously reported to be 258 

essential for HIV-1 and coronavirus IBV 39,40, the non-canonical RNA-binding proteins CCNT1 37,38  259 

and ZNF175 41 involved in polymerase II recruitment.  Connections to regulatory pathways 260 

involving NOTCH2, MYC and MAX have also been identified. 261 

 262 

We hope that our analysis would be useful to the scientific community to identify the interactions to 263 

block SARS-CoV-2 spreading.   264 

  265 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 280 

 281 

Structure prediction  282 

 283 

We predicted the secondary structure of transcripts using CROSS (Computational Recognition of Secondary 284 

Structure 11,43. CROSS was developed to perform high-throughput RNA profiling. The algorithm predicts the 285 

structural profile (single- and double-stranded state) at single-nucleotide resolution using sequence 286 

information only and without sequence length restrictions (scores > 0 indicate double stranded regions). We 287 

used the Vienna method 23 to further investigate the RNA secondary structure of minima and 288 

maxima identified with CROSS  11. 289 

 290 

Structural conservation 291 

 292 

We used CROSSalign  11,43 an algorithm based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), to check and 293 

evaluate the structural conservation between different viral genomes 11. CROSSalign was 294 

previously employed to study the structural conservation of ~5000 HIV genomes. SARS-CoV-2 295 

fragments (1000 nt, not overlapping) were searched inside other complete genomes using the OBE 296 

(open begin and end) module, in order to search a small profile inside a larger one. The lower the 297 

structural distance, the higher the structural similarities (with a minimum of 0 for almost identical 298 

secondary structure profiles). The significance is assessed as in the original publication 11. 299 

 300 

Sequence collection  301 

 302 

The fasta sequences of the complete genomes of SARS-CoV-2  were downloaded from Virus 303 

Pathogen Resource (VIPR; www.viprbrc.org), for a total of 62 strains. Regarding the overall 304 

coronaviruses, the sequences were downloaded from NCBI selecting only complete genomes, for a 305 

total of 2862 genomes. The reference Wuhan sequence with available annotation 306 

(EPI_ISL_402119) was downloaded from Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data. (GISAID 307 

https://www.gisaid.org/). 308 

 309 

 310 

Protein-RNA interaction prediction 311 

 312 

Interactions between each fragment of target sequence and the human proteome were predicted 313 

using catRAPID omics 12,13 , an algorithm that estimates the binding propensity of protein-RNA 314 
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pairs by combining secondary structure, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals contributions. The 315 

complete list of interactions between the 30 fragments and the human proteome is available at 316 

http://crg-webservice.s3.amazonaws.com/submissions/2020-317 

03/252523/output/index.html?unlock=f6ca306af0. The output then is filtered according to the Z-318 

score column. We tried three different thresholds in ascending order of stringency: Z greater or 319 

equal than 1.50, 1.75 and 2 respectively and for each threshold we then selected the proteins that 320 

were unique for each fragment for each threshold. 321 

 322 

 323 

GO terms analysis 324 

 325 

cleverGO 32, an algorithm for the analysis of Gene Ontology annotations, was used to determine 326 

which fragments present enrichment in GO terms related to viral processes. Analysis of functional 327 

annotations was performed in parallel with GeneMania 34. 328 

 329 

 330 

RNA and protein alignments  331 

 332 

The alignments were performed using Clustal W  24 on 62 SARS-CoV-2   strains and related Spike 333 

S proteins.  The variability in the spike S region was measured by computing Shannon entropy on 334 

translated RNA sequences. The Shannon entropy is computed as follows: 335 

 336 

S(a) = - Sum_i P(a,i) log P(a,i) 337 

 338 

Where a correspond to the amino acid at the position i and P(a,i) is the frequency of a certain 339 

amino-acid a at position i of the sequence. Low entropy indicates poorly variability: if P(a,x) = 1 for 340 

one a and 0 for the rest, then S(x) =0. By contrast, if the frequencies of all amino acids are equally 341 

distributed, the entropy reaches its maximum possible value. 342 

  343 
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FIGURES LEGENDS 444 

 445 

Fig. 1 Using the CROSS approach, we studied the structural content of SARS-CoV-2.  We found the 446 

highest density of double-stranded regions in the 5’ (nucleotides 1-253), membrane M protein 447 

(nucleotides 26523-27191), and the spike S protein (nucleotides 23000-24000). Strong match is 448 

observed between CROSS and Vienna analyses (centroid structures shown, indicating that regions 449 

with the highest structural content have the lowest free energies. 450 

 451 

Fig. 2 We employed the CROSSalign approach to compare the Wuhan strain MN908947 with other 452 

coronaviruses (1387 strains, including SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV) indicates that the most 453 

conserved region falls inside the spike S genomic locus. The inset shows thermodynamic structural 454 

variability (positional entropy) within regions encompassing nucleotides 23000-24000 along with 455 

the centroid structure and free energy. 456 

 457 

Fig. 3 Sequence and structural comparison of human SARS-CoV-2 strains. (A) Strong sequence 458 

conservation (Clustal W multiple sequence alignments) is observed in coding regions, including the 459 

region between nucleotides 23000 and 24000 of spike S protein. High structural variability (pink 460 

bars) is observed for both the UTRs and for nucleotides between 21000 and 22000 as well as 24000 461 

and 25000, associated with the S region. The rest of the regions are significantly conserved at a 462 

structural level. (B) The sequence variability (Shannon entropy) in the spike S protein indicate 463 

conservation between amino-acids 460 and 520 (blue box) binding to the host receptor angiotensin-464 

converting enzyme 2 ACE2. The region encompassing amino-acids 243 and 302 is highly variable 465 

and is implicated in sialic acids in MERS-CoV (red box). The S1 and S2 domains of Spike S protein 466 

are displayed. 467 

 468 

Fig. 4. Characterization of protein interactions with SARS-CoV-2 RNA,  (A) Number of protein 469 

interactions for different SARS-CoV-2 regions (colours indicate different confidence levels: Z=1.5 470 

or low Z=1.75 or medium and Z=2.0 or high;  regions with scores lower than Z=1.5 are omitted); 471 

(B) Enrichment of viral processes in the 5’ of SARS-CoV-2 (precision = term precision calculated 472 

from the GO graph structure lvl = depth of the term; go_term = GO term identifier, with link to 473 

term description at AmiGO website ; description = Textual label for the term; e/d = e signifies 474 

enrichment of the term, d signifies depletion compared to the population; %_set = coverage on the 475 

provided set - how much of the set is annotated with the GO?; %_pop = coverage of the same term 476 

on the population; p_bonf = p-value of the enrichment. To correct for multiple testing bias, we are 477 
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applying Bonferroni correction); (C) Viral processes are the third largest cluster identified in our 478 

analysis. 479 

 480 

Fig. 5. Protein interactions  with the 5’ of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (inner circle) (Fig. 4)  and 481 

associations with  other human genes retrieved from literature (green: genetic associations; pink: 482 

physical associations).  483 
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 484 

 485 

Sup. Table 1. 1) catRAPID score for interactions with fragment 1; 2) GO annotations of viral 486 

proteins interacting with fragment 1; 3) catRAPID score for interactions with fragment 2; 4) GO 487 

annotations of viral proteins interacting with fragment 2; 5) catRAPID score for interactions with 488 

fragment 29; 6) GO annotations of viral proteins interacting with fragment 29; 489 

 490 

Sup. Figure 1.  CROSSalign was employed to compare the Wuhan strain MN908947 with other 491 

coronaviruses (2800 strains, including SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and coronaviruses having as host 492 

other species, such as bats). The result highlights that the most conserved region falls inside the 493 

spike S genomic locus. 494 

 495 
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